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Review
Computational methods have revolutionized evolution-
ary biology. In this paper we explore the impact these
methods are now having on our understanding of the
forces that both affect the diversification of human lan-
guages and shape human cognition. We show how
these methods can illuminate problems ranging from
the nature of constraints on linguistic variation to the
role that social processes play in determining the rate of
linguistic change. Throughout the paper we argue that
the cognitive sciences should move away from an ideal-
ized model of human cognition, to a more biologically
realistic model where variation is central.

Variation is the key
Evolutionary scientists study variation. A key element of the
Darwinian revolution was the insight that variation within
species was not some superficial noise that should be
stripped away to reveal the underlying species essence
[1]. Variation is the signal – over evolutionary time variation
within species becomes variation between species. As a
legacy of the 1950s Cognitive Science movement, cognitive
scientists have often thought of language on a par with
vision, olfaction or memory – a human faculty with a uni-
versal organization, subject only to minor variation. But
compared to animal communication systems one of the most
remarkable things about human language is that there are
7000 of them, and they are culturally variable at every level
of their structure, from the sound system, to the grammar, to
the semantics. In this review we explore why this is, what
has driven the diversification of languages, and how these
processes can be systematically studied. Rather than view-
ing this diversity as noise distorting underlying principles,
we argue that this variation is a vital resource for under-
standing the crucial capacity that makes us human, and
that tools derived from evolutionary biology give us powerful
new ways of analyzing this variation [2–4].

Why do languages vary? Darwin [5] pondered this point,
noting the curious parallels between languages and spe-
cies, and indeed similar processes of speciation, drift, and
adaptation can be observed in the language domain. Pro-
cesses of group boundary formation account for change
under demographic pressures, drift accounts for change
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by geographic or social isolation, and adaptation for the
changes that can be observed as languages reflect the
cultural uses to which they are put (with e.g. color words
reflecting the technology of dye and paint [6], kinship terms
the systems of marriage, residence and inheritance [7], and
highly embedded sentences the growth of literacy and its
specialist genres [8]).

These observations are not new (although there is much
recent literature providing new data and insight). What is
new, however, is the recent development of highly sophis-
ticated computational tools for exploring these processes of
diversification. What these tools make possible is the
meticulous inference of detailed past processes from the
current diversity in all its complexity. This is time travel of
a kind we could in the past only have dreamed of. The tools
have their origin in evolutionary biology, and although
originally designed for the inference of phylogenetic rela-
tionships from DNA or biological morphology, they allow
the extraction of historical process from any kind of struc-
tural pattern that is subject to evolutionary processes,
whether cultural or biological. They allow, for example,
the inference of the evolution of stone tool assemblages [9],
which in turn allow the inference of cognitive processes by
our hominin ancestors [10].

What constrains linguistic variation?
The power of these new computational tools can be illus-
trated by a recent application to a central question in
linguistics: To what extent is linguistic diversification and
variation bounded by strong universal constraints? Gener-
ative linguists following Chomsky have assumed that the
great unseen bulk of the structure of languages is universal,
specified in Universal Grammar or UG, and variation may
be circumscribed by a limited set of ‘parameters’ or binary
switches, which in various combinations multiply out the
observed variation [11,12]. Linguistic typologists follow
Greenberg [13] in proposing that there are strong tendencies
for specific features to clump together, so limiting variation.
A classic example in both approaches is word order. Green-
berg noted that in a sample of 30 languages the position of
the verb vis-à-vis its object seems to control other word order
features, especially the order of adpositions (prepositions if
before the noun, postpositions if after), and other nominal
elements like adjectives and determiners. A worldwide
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Figure 1. Why phylogeny matters. If languages were all equally related (a), then

each language would provide a statistically independent sample. However,

languages are linked through nested patterns of descent (b), some of which may

be beyond our current ability to resolve (dashed lines). The phylogenetic

dependencies mean that each language cannot be treated as an independent

sample (Galton’s problem). Sub-sampling does not solve this problem. For

example, sampling language E from language family one and language K from

family two would not result in independent samples because the blue state is

inherited from a common ancestor. Moreover, it would miss the changes in state

to red that occurs in languages L and F, and consequently loose statistical power.

The best solution to Galton’s problem is to infer the actual independent changes

on the phylogeny (changes marked 1, 2 and 3).
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sample of about 1000 languages seems to support these
constraints as relatively strong tendencies across language
families and geographic areas [14], suggesting universal
cognitive biases for ‘harmonic’ word orders within a lan-
guage. In commenting on the ‘‘instructive and influential’’
work of Greenberg, Chomsky remarked, ‘‘These universals
are probably descriptive generalizations that should be
derived from principles of UG’’[15], a view developed by
Baker [11].

However, applying the new phylogenetic methods to the
claims about universal functional dependencies in word-
order suggests that at least part of the pattern is an artifact
of historical process. As Galton pointed out in 1889 [16],
sampling from a pool of languages or cultures is unlikely to
yield statistically independent measures. Languages are
linked through nested patterns of descent. If we are inter-
ested in functional linkage between features, we need to
control for the possession of features shared due to inheri-
tance rather than intrinsic linkage (see Figure 1). Tradi-
tionally, linguistic typologists try to do this by sampling
across languages that are not closely related or geographi-
cally proximate, but they are hampered by the fact that a
large proportion of the world’s languages are grouped
within a few large families, while the relation between
others is lost in time. If evolutionary biologists want to test
whether, say, two genes are functionally linked, they use
powerful Bayesian computational methods to infer the
correlated gains and losses of genes within family trees
(phylogenies) of organisms, thus controlling for shared
inheritance [17].

Bayesian procedures are becoming increasingly familiar
in the cognitive sciences where they have been used to model
brain processes [18], reasoning [19], perception [20], lan-
guage learning [21] and processing [22], but their applica-
tion to historical inference may be less familiar to this
readership. Recently, we applied Bayesian phylogenetic
methods to detect systematic co-variation in eight word-
order features within four of the world’s largest language
families [23]. Our goal was to assess whether there is causal
linkage between these features, so if one changes another
will. Two stages of analysis are required. First, given that
phylogeny really matters, we needed language family trees
that objectively represent phylogeny based on a standard
measure, namely changes in vocabulary. Ideally what one
wants is not a single tree but rather a set of trees that reflect
the uncertainty associated with the inferred branching
patterns and the amount of evolution along each branch.
In this way the inferences can be integrated over uncertain-
ty in estimation of the trees. We used Bayesian methods to
construct these trees from standard wordlists of basic vo-
cabulary. The items of basic vocabulary were coded into sets
of cognate (homologous) words, the performance of different
models of cognate gain and loss evaluated, and then the best
model used in a Markov Chain Monte Carlo search to infer
the posterior distribution of the trees.

Given the trees, the second step was to understand how
different branches of a language family might have evolved
different word orders. This involves reconstructing the
most likely word orders all the way up each of these trees,
through all the ancestral nodes, given the observed word-
order features in all the descendant languages. The key
2
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Figure 2. Analyzing correlated evolution on phylogenetic trees. (a) shows the

evolution of two hypothetical traits (squares and circles) on a phylogenetic tree. The

evolution of the states in these traits (red and blue) is not linked. (b) shows a

phylogenetic tree with correlated character state changes. The changes are marked

with an arrow pointing to the branch of the tree they are most likely to have occurred

on. (c) shows the four transition rates that are estimated in the independent

(uncorrelated) model of trait evolution. (d) shows the eight transition rates that are

estimated in the dependent (correlated) model of trait evolution. If there is correlated

evolution then the dependent model should fit better.
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question was whether change in one word order (e.g. the
position of the verb with respect to its object) would have
knock-on effects on other word orders (yielding e.g. pre-
positions before nouns or postpositions after them), as
would be expected if Greenberg’s or Chomsky’s views
are correct. To answer this we fitted two models of evolu-
tion for pairs of word-order features. These models work by
calculating the transition rates between word-order states
along the phylogeny. The first model was an independent
model, which assumes that there is no correlation between
the pair of word-order features (the rates are estimated
separately). The second model was a dependent model in
which the transition rates between word-order states is
jointly estimated (see Figure 2). If there is correlated
evolution of word-order features then the second model
should fit better.

We quantified the difference in fit between the models
with Bayes factors and found little support for the second
model, which would capture the causal linkage implied by
universal constraints. There are indeed features that co-
vary within language families, but they are not consistent-
ly the same features across the four language families. For
example, only Austronesian showed strongly coupled
changes between numeral–noun and genitive–noun orders.
Even when we did find dependencies that were shared
between language families, examination of the transition
probabilities between linked states suggests that different
historical patterns of change are responsible for the ob-
served linkage in each language family. We drew the
conclusion that, although languages are obviously hedged
in by what the human mind can learn and process [24],
word-order variation is constrained by historical factors
rather than by a set of faculty-specific mental constraints
or parameters (but see [25,26] for alternative perspec-
tives).

Global patterns in language diversity
Languages vary enormously in the number of phonemes
(contrastive sounds) they possess. Some languages such as
Rotokas in the Pacific have just a dozen contrastive sounds,
whilst others such as the San languages in Africa have over
100. Recently, Quentin Atkinson [27] applied ideas and
methods derived from the study of human genetic diversity
to global patterns of phonological diversity. Human genetic
diversity is greatest in Africa and declines with increasing
distance from Africa. This pattern fits a ‘serial founder
effect’ model in which small populations on the edge of an
expansion progressively lose diversity as each hiving-off
subgroup carries just a small proportion of the original
population’s diversity. In an analysis of 504 languages
across the globe Atkinson found that the number of pho-
nemes is also highest in Africa and tends to decrease with
increasing distance from Africa. The fewest phonemes are
found in South America and on tropical islands in the
Pacific Ocean. In general, the areas of the globe that were
most recently colonized show fewer phonemes in the local
languages, whereas the areas that have hosted modern
humans for millennia (particularly sub-Saharan Africa)
still, on average, use the most phonemes. There are some
obvious exceptions to the pattern Atkinson reports. Some
of the world’s largest phoneme inventories are found in the
Caucasus and among Na Dene languages in North Amer-
ica, which was colonized relatively late. It is also not clear
whether the serial founder effect model applies to phoneme
inventories. Human populations are normally genetically
diverse but speech communities typically have little vari-
ation in their phoneme inventories. In cases where there
have been well attested serial founder events, such as the
Austronesian expansion into the Pacific from Taiwan, the
largest phoneme inventories are not located in Taiwan but
rather in the languages of New Caledonia and the Loyal-
ties [28]. Although the general pattern Atkinson found has
been replicated using other data and methods [29–31], the
findings are vulnerable to slight changes in assumptions
[32], other gradients can be found and a distance-from-
Africa gradient might well be due to other causes [30].
Regardless of the outcome of this debate, Atkinson’s appli-
cation of evolutionary thinking is likely to stimulate many
more efforts to explain global patterns of linguistic diver-
sity by drawing on the parallels between the processes of
biological and linguistic diversification.

Processes of language diversification
Darwin’s ‘‘curious parallel’’ between speciation and lan-
guage diversification receives modern support from the
very close correspondence between biological diversity
and cultural diversity on the surface of the planet (both
seem to shadow the distribution of rainfall [33]). Although
linguists, following Chomsky, have tended to emphasize
abstract underlying language universals, new information
about linguistic diversity suggests a different emphasis:
3
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the fact is that languages differ fundamentally across all
the layers of structure, from sound systems, syntax and
morphology to semantics ([34,35]).

Phylogenetic methods and computational simulations of
historical process open up many avenues for the investi-
gation of the processes lying behind language diversifica-
tion. A crucial question is why are there so many human
languages, while nearly all other animals (barring the song
birds) have fixed repertoires? Here the parallels to biologi-
cal evolution are clearly relevant (see also Box 1):
� Founder effects: when a small sub-population hives off

from a larger one, it carries only a small part of the
larger population’s variation, so further changes start
from a different base.

� Drift: Isolated sub-populations lose mutual intelligibili-
ty over several hundred years due to the accumulation of
‘mutations’, ‘copy errors’ and other divergent changes
(sound changes, semantic shifts, grammatical innova-
tions)

� Hybridization: sub-populations come under the influ-
ences of different neighbours speaking their own
languages or dialects (‘language contact’).

� Adaptation: sub-populations in new or changing eco-
logical niches change behaviour in the direction of
maximizing genetic fitness in the new environment; a
parallel process in cultural evolution matches techno-
logical, cultural and linguistic behaviour to new niches
(e.g. ‘semantic shift’ in kinship terms reflects changes in
social structure [36]). While semantic and lexical
Box 1. Similarities and disparities between cultural and

biological evolution

There are two questions that are recurrently asked about the nature

of cultural evolution: Does the speed, and variable rate of change

change, put cultural evolution into a quite different bracket than

genetic evolution? Secondly, does the degree of borrowing through

contact with other cultures and languages constitute a quite

different kind of process to that of biological evolution? The new

methods from the biological sciences are once again proving a

major source of insight here:

� Rates of evolution: Phylogenetic reconstructions of language

history seem to be able to reach right back to the beginning of the

Holocene or 10,000 years ago, before the development of

agriculture, pottery or metallurgy [23,67], [68,69]. These deep

reconstructions rely on the selection of features that change only

slowly – such as the kin terms, some body parts, words for the

sun, moon, fire, and the lower numerals. If structural features

(such as word order, phoneme inventories, morphology) can be

found that are equally resistant to change (see [46]), it might be

possible that even deeper prehistory can be tapped [70].

� Networks vs. trees: It is true that horizontal transmission is

perhaps less in evidence in the genetic evolution of higher

vertebrates than it is in language, but it is the norm amongst the

viruses and bacteria. New methods are being developed in

evolutionary biology to model networks [71,72]. From the

beginnings of historical linguistics in the nineteenth century, it

has been controversial whether phylogenetic trees adequately

capture the processes of language diversification. While phylo-

genetic inferences can be robust to moderate levels of undetected

borrowing [73], and claims about the degree of borrowing are

sometimes overstated [74], many commentators have still

claimed that horizontal inheritance will overwhelm vertical

inheritance. The new biological methods now give linguistics

ways to quantify these two forces thus promising an empirical

solution to this old controversy.
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innovation and shift can be obvious responses to, e.g.,
new technology or new environments, the form side of
language is also under adaptive change: Zipf’s ‘law of
brevity’ [37] describes the ineluctable reduction of word
forms in response to frequency of usage, while dialect
differences change to reflect social class or group
formation [38].

But there may be other factors specific to language and
cultural evolution. For example, human groups under
pressure often exaggerate the differences to make ethnic
barriers – a process Gregory Bateson dubbed ‘schismogen-
esis’ [39]. Whereas in other species drift may make mating
signals unrecognizable, thereby hastening speciation,
humans may artfully change the signals, thus engendering
cultural sub-speciation as it were (see [40] for a classic
study). Atkinson et al. [41] recently used phylogenetic
methods to quantify the impact of schismogenesis. They
used basic vocabulary data to construct phylogenies for the
Austronesian, Bantu, Indo-European language families.
Their results revealed that between 10 to 33% of the
vocabulary differences in these families arose during rapid
bursts of change associated with language-splitting events
(see Figure 3).

In general, in cultural and linguistic evolution demo-
graphic factors play an important but complex role. Recent
findings suggest that technological and linguistic evolution
respond differently to demographic pressure: Small popula-
tions tend to be technologically simple [42] but linguistically
complex especially in morphology [43], while large ones tend
to be technologically complex and linguistically simple (a
linguistic leveling supporting communication across wide-
spread sub-populations) – a sort of ‘‘paradox of cultural
evolution’’. But small language groups seem to react differ-
ently according to the number and demographic size of their
neighbours: small populations under threat by numerous
neighbours are probably more likely to employ ‘schismogen-
esis’ (or ‘esoterogeny’) [43,38].To add to the puzzle, different
levels of linguistic structure seem to respond differently to
population increase, with morphology simplifying [43], but
inventories of phonemes increasing [44].

The relation between cultural and biological evolution
has often been thought about in terms of biology evolving a
platform for cultural take-off, with cultural and technolog-
ical development then free to fly its own course. But this is
probably the wrong model. Instead, variable population
genetics continuously affords, constrains and probably
channels cultural evolution [45]. It seems likely for exam-
ple that population variation in audition and vocal tract
anatomy seed cultural variation in phoneme inventories –

certainly a good case has been made for a robust correlation
between genes and the contrastive use of tone, as in tone
languages [46,47]. Very slight genetic differences in dis-
tinct populations would be sufficient to bias the probabili-
ties of cultural and linguistic solutions of different sorts, as
shown by both modeling and experimental work on cultur-
al transmission [48,49].

Communication systems may have driven cognitive
development in various species [50]. There is growing
consensus that there is a substantial nonlinguistic cogni-
tive infrastructure to human language, consisting of the
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Figure 3. How might social processes affect historical patterns of language change? If speech communities exaggerate differences at the time when they are drifting apart

(schismogenesis), then lineages that have been through more splitting events will undergo more change. The phylogenetic tree in (a) shows the ‘punctuational’ pattern this

process would produce – the branch lengths are longer in lineages that have been through more splitting events. In contrast, if the rates of change are not affected by the

number of splitting events,then all the tips of all the branches will be equal irrespective of the number of splitting events the lineage has been through (b). The size of any

schismogenic effect can be quantified by plotting the path length from the root of the tree to each of its tips against the number of nodes (splitting events) the path goes

through (c). The slope of the resulting graph estimates the magnitude of the effect [41].
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motivational structure, the cooperative basis, the theory
of mind and universal interactional ethology [51,52,53].
Understanding how and when this evolved can best be
approached by phylogenetic means, involving the testing
of specific cognitive capacities of the existing species with-
in our family, and then inferring the changes on ancestral
nodes [54]. Thus even though we are hampered by having
no good animal models for language due to the loss of our
sister taxa (the extinct hominids), we can still make excel-
lent use of the existing variation to aid our reconstruction
of the evolution of language (see Box 2). In the meantime,
the cracking of ancient DNA, together with increasingly
sophisticated interpretation of fossils, makes it look ever
more likely that the antiquity of language stretches much
further back than has been thought.

Why should cognitive scientists, concerned mostly with
timescales on the millisecond level, have an interest in
Box 2. Outstanding questions

� Can phylogenetic methods lift the current 10,000 year ceiling on

inferences about deep language links, either by improving

vocabulary methods or by using structural features of languages?

� Can the new ways of analyzing lateral gene transfer and

hybridization developed in biology be usefully employed to

model cross-linguistic and cross-cultural diffusion?

� If sociolinguistics is to historical linguistics what microevolution-

ary studies are to studies of macroevolution, can large-scale

historical linguistic patterns be modeled from our knowledge of

sociolinguistic processes?

� Can phylogenetic methods be applied to primate cognition to

map the evolution of human cognition?

� Can we quantify the relative roles of factors governing rates of

linguistic and cultural evolution – e.g. demography and competi-

tion for resources, divergence events (e.g. migration, cultural

contact), societal complexity, subsistence mode?

� Can computational methods derived from evolutionary biology be

used to model sound change and automate cognate judgments

[75,76]?

� Can the methods of population genetics be imported wholesale

into the study of linguistic, cultural and psychological variation?

� More generally, how should the whole of the cognitive sciences

be brought within an evolutionary framework, where variation

stands central?
these issues of historical process measured often in centu-
ries and millennia? The reasons are numerous:
� We can’t compare human language to other animal

models without understanding the cultural processes
that play a part in language. The crucial role of vocal
imitation in human development is without parallel
among the primates, although interesting parallels can
be found among the oscine birds ([55]).

� Cultural plasticity, with its potential for fast change,
limits the extent to which the language capacity can be
fixed in the genotype, [56,49].

� Evolutionary processes draw on synchronic variation in
the population: no variation, no evolution. If the
cognitive sciences are to engage with evolutionary
thinking, they will have to move away from the
emphasis on idealized capacities towards a focus on
variation in cognitive performance [57]. We will need to
stop talking about human memory, language proces-
sing, or reasoning as if it were a single uniform system,
and really engage with the study of human expertise
and individual differences. Fundamental differences in
language processing and brain structure correlate with
gender or familial handedness, for example [58,59].
These developments are likely to be pushed by the
increasing successes of imaging genomics, where
population differences in genetics can be correlated
with variation in brain structure and function (see [60]).

� Language variation breeds cognitive diversity. Different
languages require different processing algorithms, so
that there are systematic differences in brain activation
according to the language being spoken, e.g. Chinese
involves more bilateral activation in word recognition
[61]. Different spatial language correlates with different
spatial memory strategies [62]. Given brain plasticity,
speakers of different languages are likely to have
slightly different brains [63]. Literacy, for example,
substantially rewires the brain [64,65].

� Language diversification offers fundamental insight
into the wide spectrum of human capacities: a natural
laboratory for expertise effects in the communicative
domain– compare sign language to tone languages,
5
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languages with no nasal phonemes (like m or n) to ones
with 50 different nasal phonemes, languages with
morphology (like Latin or Finnish) to those with little
or none (like Chinese) [34].

Language stands as proxy for other aspects of cultural
diversification in cognition. As a compelling recent com-
mentary [66] reminds us, the Western student subject pool
that forms the basis for nearly all modern psychological
findings is in many respects untypical and culturally
specialized. The current loss of linguistic and cultural
diversity threatens not only the scientific study of lan-
guage but also our understanding of human cognitive
potential. It is time for the cognitive sciences to take
serious stock of the cognitive variation that fascinated
earlier generations of psychologists, from Luria and
Vygotsky to Cole and Scribner, from W. H. Rivers to Segall
and Jahoda.

Thus, although the study of the cultural evolution of
language may seem far removed from studies of cognition,
this research delivers an important perspective on human
performance from a God’s eye view. For history is nothing
but the study of behavior as largely shaped by myriads of
human decisions. Powerful new techniques for reconstruct-
ing historical process allow us to data-mine the vast ency-
clopedia of current human behavior patterns to extract the
cognitive biases and evolutionary processes that have
served over millennia to shape the present.
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